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Mr. ViceChancellor, Dean, Faculty of Health Sciences, 
-Officers of the University. Deans of Faculties, bamed Co- 
illeagues and fellow students all, 1 understand that tradition. 
dly, an inaugural lecture is one of the first responsibilities 
of 9 newly appointed University Professor. In it he exercises 
a privilege to formally address the University community on 
some scholarly topic that has occupied his mind and time, 
giving vent in the process to some of his conclusions to date? 
as well as some of his hopes and expectations for the future. 
It is traditionally understood that his appointment as a pro- 

, fessor would afford him the opportunity and wherewithal 
,to pursue the concepts enunciated and eventually realise his 
.hopes. 

In the circumstances of here and now, you must there. 
fore understand that it is with a sense of uncertainty, if not 
utter confusion that I exercise this traditional privilege this 
evening, some ten years, almost to the day, after my appoint- 
ment as Professor of Surgery to this University. I would 
like to thirik that some of the uncertainty derives from the 
maturity that the intervening years have imposed on me. As 
Kenneth Johnson says "Education is a process of man's 
going forward from cocksure ignorance to thoughtful 
uncertainty". and I would like to think that I have been 
educated over the years. However, I cannot deny t,he pdssi- 
bility that I may have merely been a hapless victim of my I circumstances and environment. Hence the title of my lec-, 
ture: "The dilemma of a University surgeon in today's Nige- 
ria". 
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I started out m lte ten years ago with definite ideas of 
the place of surgery and a surgeon in a new concept of medi- 
cal education and health-care service organisation. Today I 
am not so sure about those or any other ideas. A respected 
older colleague has expressed the opinion that the Ife phi- 
losophy was a collection of ideas born before their time 
into an environment devoid of the will and wherewithal to 
receive and nurture premature births even of ideas!! The* 

of the t 

or coun' 

concept of ---':- II education that brought me here has 
rev IS, to trz form; and as for 
hea ion, whi ve now is a mon- 
strous IIlULdLlVll  01 wrlar was originiu~y conceived. I shall 
say more on that la first, to ensure that we 
municating on the velength, it is essential fc 
brieflv ~rnvide the lnrerpretation which I intend to apply 
to ! ~n the title I have chosen. Since I believe 
tha ' such initial agreement, or at least, con- 
census on Dasic laeas and definitions is responsible for some 
of the problems we are about to discuss. 
First the word DILEMMA. The dictionary definition of the 
word dilemma is a situation in which one is faced with two 
altt neither of which is a satisfactory or desi- 
rab e problem in hand. In this presentation, 
I will percl ~clude situations in which the difficulty 
is not so IT : of being faced with cYornpeting alterna- 
tives but ra e of being presented with circumstances 
that make the obvious course of action impossible, leaving 
one with an inevitable, even if unsatisfactory alternative like 
watching a salvagable newborn baby die because the incuba- 
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presentation, I shall adopt the definition that portrays the 
surgeon as a "a doctor, that is, a teacher or counsellor on 
health matters, who also possesses the competence to inter- 
vene by surgical operation in the process of maintaining or 
restoring health, or at least controlling disei-"  ' 4 o ~ e  vou 
do note the true meaning vord "d( 1 

this definition - a teacher sellor. I1 'l 

the belief that health is a matter of man benavlng III a r r l a l -  

ner that enables him to live in optimal ecological 
with his physical, biological and emotional envi t , 
while controlling that environment appropriately. I llr 111ust 
important role of the doctor in the process is thus 

h 

and give advice on healthful behaviour. only inter 0 

restore optimal pattern when the tea~hingllearnin~ ~ I U ~ G S S  

and manifest terminal behaviaur run into difficulty. 
In respect ot the word UNIVERSITY, with the same cbje- 

ctive in mind (that is, to broaden the cope of the presenta- 
tion), I shall adopt a definition that defies cot lt 

within a physical institution as preferred by the 1 f 
a book which I once read, "Zen and the art of motor-cycle 
maintenance,-a book that contabs very little about Zen and 
less about motor-cycles, but this much about the University 
"The real University is a state of mind. It is a great heritage 
of rational thought that has been brought down to us 
through centuries and does not exist in any specific location 
. . . . The real University is nothing less than the continuing 
body of Reason itself." 

My university surgeon rnerefore is a doctor anywnerk 
who can also competently carry out a surgical intervention 
when necessary, and whose mind is committed to the great 
Heritage of Rational Thought; the commitment being such 

uat he acknowledges the body of rational thought inherited 
om the past, accepts the responsibility to assimilate it unto 

..is daily professional thought and activity, and in the pro- 

tors are not working, or the last cyclinder of oxygen in the 
hospital has run ky, or because intravenous alimentation 
fluids are not available. or because he was referred too late. 
Now the word SURGEON. There are of course many defini- 
of a surgeon, some of them more humorous than illummating, 
but in order to establish the widest possible scope for this I 
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.cess, replicate and alter it by adding to it, and fhally pass it 
on to future generations in order to ensure its continuity, 
It is an inescapable fact that in order to eifectively live up 
to thls commitn~ent, the university surgeon does seek a pl~y-  
sical location, a setting in which conditions have been or 
can be made favourable for the attainment of his objective: 
that is, a physical University or University Hospital. It is 
nevertheless essential for us to retain a distinction between 
the enabling physical setting on the one hand, and the ess- 
ence of the university on the other. For such a distinction 
makes i t  possible for the idea and the ideal of a university 
to survive no matter what shape or form the physical setting 
takes. 

TODAYS NIGERIA: For this audience, I do not need to 
define the Nigeria of today with its inherent contraditions: 
powrty in the midst of affluence, squalor hand in h a d w i t h  
immaculate pretensions, power without conscience and bure- 

. . 
aucracy without a purpose!! However,a brief look at some 
aspects that bear on the peculiar problems of surgeon as defi- 
ned is in order, that is, the nation's health and medical servi- 
ces. I have had cause to comment in detail on  these services 
on the occasion of the passing out of the fust set of doctors 
and graduate nurses from this University in 1978. I offer no 
apology for repeating myself as indicated because much of 
what I said then is still pertinent today. 

The Unprofessional Health Professions 
A profession is a body or persons who carry on their 

wo& ih accordance with rules designed by themselves to 
entorce certain standards both tbr the better protection of 
its members (against unreasonable demands f r o n  the public) 
and for better service to the public (Delp. 1964). In essence. 
a,pmfession assumes certain responsibilities for the compe- 

tence of its members and the quality of the service they ren- 
der. However, the individual and group activities of Nigerian 
health professionals - doctors, nurses and others, -- have' 
largely been geared towards securing favourable conditions 
for themselves to continue in practice almost to the ex- 
clusion of any responsibility for ensuring the quality of their 
service. Those in private selfemployment have cut corners 
on quality in order to maximise profit. Those in the public 
service have fought relentlessly for personal advancement 
and better conditions of service for themselves while allowing 
the quality of the service they render to slip away to no- 
thingness, and blaming gomeone called "Government" for 
it. The gap between what we know and should do and what 
we actually do has continued to widen, not only among 
academic professionals who function near the frontiers of 
knowledge but dso among beginners within the professiods. 

On the face of it there are many plausible excuses for 
this state of affairs: infrastructural facilities are lacking, pa- 
tients are not health conscious enough to seek help early, 
government health budget has been consistently hopeless- 
ly inadequate, health administrators have formulated inapp- 
ropriate policies without consulting health professionals, 
etc. etc. The excuses can be multiplied tenfold, but the 
honest tnith is that as a group, we health professionals - - 
doctors nurses and the rest do not care about the quality of 
the health care we provide. There is not even a concensus 
among us as to what constitutes "quality". If we did care and 
could find such a concensus, I am convinced that we possess 
the collectivr strength not only to arrest the declining quality 
of our service, but also to build it up to heights that would 
be the pride of any nation. Instead we all succumbed to 
the pr;ssures of thc volume of work and allowed ourselves 
to be held down by hanging on to the traditional 
anchors of medical practice. 



We maintain for instance: 
(a) that only doctors can diagnose illness and pre- 

a 
scribe treatment. Does anyone see an ostrich 
with its head in the sand here? 
that a doctor is answerable only to his conscience 
n respect of his professional decisions and con- 
luct provided that these are within bounds 

of the criminal code. 
On our terms therefore, the patient's interests are only 

safeguarded by the criminal code, which unfortunately 
offers no protection against lack of human concern, lack of 
a reasonable level of knowledge, lack of patience and lack of 

the ability or the will to communicate effectively. Even 
when the law is clearly infringed we have good reasons to 
rally to the protection of the offending professional. 

The rest of the world, particularly the Western world 
from whom we inherited them have begun to abandon these 
protectionist "articles of faith7'. America h coming to rely 
more and more on medics, physician's assistants, nurse 
practitioners, and emergency medical technicians to dia- 
h o s e  and treat many ailments as primaq can  given. The 
concept of peer-review has gained considerable acceptance, 
even in conservative Britain, while Patient Care Audit 
Committees and their various ancestors and off-shoots have 
long been adopted as custodians of quality in American 
medicine where various voluntary accreditation schemes 
have replaced the doctrine of infallibility of the doctor. 

But in Nigeria, what do we have? The Basic Health 
Service Scheme or Primary Care Scheme is tottering on the 
brink of collapse for lack of support. The use of middle- 
level manpower to diagnose and treat is frowned upon. 
Even nunes are denied Ule privilege of using the stetho- 
scope. The Nigerian Medical Association has never been 
persuaded to take on assignments that would necessitate 
taking its own members to task. Its recent threats of indu- 

strial action in support of demands for improvement m 
health care facilities is a step in the right direction but it 
falls short of demanding creditable performance of its own 
members. Other professional associations have been content 
to remain largely theoretical and academic, limiting their 
activities to annual scientific conferences, the highest merit 

I of which lies in the fact that they offer opportunities for 
social contact among academics and professionals. Even the 

I 
I statutory licensing bodies -- the Nigeria Medical Council and 

the Joint Nursing and Midwifery Council have avoided the 
responsibility for setting and monitoring standards of profe- 
ssional practice. 

Apart from dealing with criminal offences by tempo- 
rary or permanent withdrawal of the license to practise, 
the Nigeria Medical Council concerns itself mostly with the 
inspection and recognition of health institutions for under- 
graduate and pre-registration education of doctors and 
dentists. It also does a pretty inaccurate job of maintain- 
ing a register of medical and dental practitioners. When 
pressed on the issue of quality care, the Nigeria Medical 
Council shifts the responsibility to the Ministries of Health 
and Social Welfare. These ministries do register private 
health care facilities largely for statistical and taxatiofi 
purposes, but do not appear to have any intention of nor 
organisation for setting standards or  monitoring the qua- 
lity of health care in these registered premises, let alone in 
the govcmmentavned facilities. 

In the circumstances of such a void across the board, 
one would have hoped that the academic leaders of the 

J health professionals would naturallv remain our bastion of 
hope. Unfortunately the n does n k 
that hope: 

(a) In the absence of a clinical peer-review svstem,the aca- 
demic professionals are assessea by tne university, peer- 
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review system (The "publish or perish" system) with 
its emphasis on rathcr than clinical cxcel- 
lcnce, hence many medical academics now choose a 
dedication to their desks and/or la' :s rathcr 
than their patients' bedside. 

(b) The emergence of trade unionism among rne profc- 
ssionals has increased the right of the professionals to 
free time and more pat at the expense of the paticnts 
right to dedicated care. Gone are the days when doc- 
tors, nurscs and technologists worked round the clock 
providing health care as and when needed, not as dic- 
iatcd by the union. 

(c)   he emergence of a powerrul group of  Teaching Hospi- 
tal administrators who see themselves more as autho- 
rity figures to be reckoned with and function more as 

aints rather than as facilitators, has helped to 
red the frustration of professional start'. 

( 4  rhole situation has more recently been compoun. 
itematic cutback in funding ant1 the simu 
iplicationi of medical colleges all drawing 
r limited manpower pool. 

In the face ot all thcse,it is simply impossible for the 
medical colleges to develop into real centres of excellence 
in respect of the quality of health care they provide. I have 
a v lg suspicion that improved fundjng alone will not 
cha t situation, rather it may lead to wastage since 
the is with the whole system and the current con- 
cept of managing it. 

Another issue revious address is that of 
the -government's responsibi~ity ror health service; or shall 
we say the government's lack of responsibility for healtk 
care. The governments of this nation run health services 
but not one of them has ever accepted its responsibility 
for the health of the people. Hence the health service has 
remained an end in itself. 
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In the beginning the Nigerian health service was a 
privilege of the British Army resident in Nigeria. Later, 
the privilege was extended to the Civil Service. More recently 
the health service has become a commodity, a gift to  barter 
.for political patronage. Since it is accepted that you do not 
look a gift hone in the mouth, such a policy orientation 
guarantees that no questions are s to the efficiency 
~r even the usefulness of the st I provided. At the 
management level, a policy orie that sees the pro- 
vision of health care institutions as an end in itself creates 
a health management hierarchy entirely for the maintenance, 
of these institutions. In these circumstances, health manage- 
ment activities are limited to: (i) staff welfare and discip 
line to  prevent trade union and other types of staff agitation. 
(ii) the maintenance of an impeccable balance sheet in the 
name of public accountability. Since no functional objectives 
are known or set, no questions to effectiveness, efficiency or 
even relevance are asked of management or by management 
itself of its employees. Public expectations are easily satis- 
fied once everyone can point to the institution, a reward for 
their political activities and the leaders of thought as well as 
top mamangement perso lent 
and also obtain jobs ar and 
proteges. 

It is interesting t o  reflect that even though the Nigerian 
Medical Association made the case in the sixties for the 
establisment of the Health Management Board system, with 
a view to : (i) bringing the management decision-making 
machinery nearer to the health care institutions in the field, 
and (ii) getting the health professionals (es~ecially doctors) 
more involved with the decisil ess, all that 
have in fact happened are that:- 
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A BASIC HEALTH UP 

A model for reaional development 
1 

% A 2 A 
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- ~om~rehensive Health Centre. 

0 -Primary I ntre. 

Health Cl'lnic provid~ng primary care fcr 
' a  target population of 10,000 people. 

Represents the 10,000 target populatio~ 
1, -receiving primary care from the Health 

Centrel prlmary or comprehensive 

tics which is fast bccoming the hallmark o l  public service1 
administration in Nigeria. I suspect that apart from a little 
bulk money being made available,we are likely to  be treated 
to the creation o l  some new organisation for the importation 
and distribution o f  drugs and hospital supplies, a new bureau- 

3 
cracy, theoretically plausible but in effect achieving little/ 
beside providing job opuortunities and avenue of political 

5 patronage- another N.N.S.C. 
Be that as it may, I wish to  examine with. you this 

evening the viewpoints of a University Surgeon in respectl 
of some of- these problems. As indicatcd by my title I do not1 
believe that I have solutions, but I have given the issues some 
thought jn nearly 15 years of 1 e and teach 
Paediatr~c Surgery in Nigeria. 

trying tc practic 

MEDICAL EDUCA TION 
Perhaps the first issue which I should examine is that' 

of medical educator. For one thing I have bcen mpre of; 
a medical ,educator' than a practising surgeon in the l i t  101 
years. In any case, I believe that the long tenn  solution^ 
to the problems we now face lie in a reorientation of the 
policy ad programme of both undergraduate and post. 
graduate medical education in this country. 

The Teaching/Learning Environment 1 
First of all, inspite of what may well be seen as  the  

failure exemplified by Ife, I belicvl:. t!:nt t h  > irlca of a func- 
tionally-isolated special hospital i n s t i t : ~ t l o ~  t i ~ s l ~ : ~ , ~ ! !  only for1 

? teaching and insulated fronl the abo~:ncling rni..!;o:.rit!l it 3. 

C well as the routine problems of h e d i ! ~  c:Iri: \'cli.,~:v-y i t !  

:+el country is not in the best intcrest of citiiri t i lt> rnrriic:tl 
school or  the country. For one ;hirrg, such ;in !rlsuFation i5I 

never complete as long as major policies an!! f u n i ' l n  for all1 
health institutions emanate from thp same @I:~;:~T'I[ source.1 



Such a colicy orientation mmlv  lends to, and undesemdly 
jurtifiea, an attit~ldc of indifference on the pad  of manuqs- 
ment to the plieht of patients. It alsc removes a vast area of 

, lrery real problems of health care delivery from the con- 
lousness of the medical school staff and students. Thus 

in~roverished, the medical school staff are unable to give 
r:~mingful advice or leadership in the nation's effort to  plan 
and implement an erfective health care progmmme, and 
students when they graduate are unable to  function effec- 
tively in the health service of the nation even when they are 

'willing. 
' f ie  efforts ot this University to redress this situation 

sadly misfired because the basic issues were misunderstood 
from the onc;et. The government saw lfe's proposal as a way 
to have their cake and eat it: have a medical school without 
a *aching hospital. Even the foundation faculty were not 
clear in their minds as to the immense functional significance 
and fa reaching implications of the task they very lightly 
undertook. So what we had did not include even the limi- 
ted advantages of the old system, neither did it attain the 
challenging objectives of the new!! In short, we got the dregs 
of both worlds, being neither with one nor with the other. 
The fundamental issues are: 
a. that medical education in Africa, certainly ln ~ lger ia .  

cannot be considered m dignified isolation as in the 
devt loped Western world, nor can medical schools be 
regarded as mere manpower factories and minor rese- 
arch institutes. Rather. medical education must be 
planned and executed in the context of the day to  day 
health problems and the logistics of effective health 
care dellverv for the nation. 

b. Nigerian medical school curriculum mu5 yore 
ce:ltrc, nOT on some indefinable international standard 
or acceptability, but on the acquisition of requisite 

- - 
tot 
PO l 
its 

knowledge. skill and attitude sufficient to enable the 
graduate to function effectively in the national scheme 
of things. To this effect, each medical school must have 

a1 health care delivery responsibility for a defined 
pulation of urban and rural settlements, making up 

- immediate catchment area, 
Health care responsibility, be i t  of government or of 

a medical school, must be seen not merely as responsibi- 
lity for the management of a number of health cam institu- 
tions, but as responsibility for the health of a population. 
Management objectives then would be dcfined, not in terms 
of the expansion of physical facilities or increase in staff 
establishment, but in terms of measurable changes in the 
health parameters of the target population. 

For instance. we should propose, not that 1 
nd of the 1980-85 quinquennium, the Faculty of He 
:n. 

ces shall have become 8 College with so much incre 
1 f f  so many buildings and so much increase in student popuk 

tion, but that over that period, the infant mortality rate in 
thit  area shall have dropped by, for instance, 1%; maternal 
mottaIity rate by 2%; incidence of post operative surgicd 
complications down by 2%; and the incidence of early 
diagnosis of cancer o f  the breast increased by 0.5%. The 
diverse enabling objectives which would make these targets 
possible then become the subject of intensive consultation 
and planning among numerous departments, professionds 
and professions. The success or  failure of the resulting acti- 
vities would be easy to  measure!!! Then the concept of  
team work in the arena of health care delivery becomes 
practicalised in our thoughts and our actions, rather than 
remain as cliches to be bandied aiound at Faculty Board 
and Senate meetings by erudite+ounding dons who do not, 
and may be cannot; even apply the concept in their day: 
to day work, 

by the e 
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'The variou, "units" of functional interaction among tht 
various p r o f e s s i d  goupswmking towards these objecrivn 
then fonn the basis of practical learning experiences for the 
various professional students. This is the only rational inter- 
pretation of my faculty's proposal to "train different profe- 
sional cadres together in a setting conducive to their acquir- 
ing the habit of working together9'-merely making them sit 
side by side in class for a fraction of their didactic lectures 
and practicals does not achieve this objective. 
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¶HE MED URRICULUM 
When we consider the wide vistas or  medical SI ld 

practice generated by the knowledge expl~ the last 3 
decades it becomes clear that no undergr; ducational 

programme can hope to cover everythin6 e and still 

remain ol ~ble dura litical pres- 
sure is fo tening ol education. 
It  is obvious ulerefore that a aerir st be made 

b tors as to what is included and what is ex- 

c that as university people, committed to the 
kc, the real university, the only rational way for us to 
make that choice is to an e tasks which our graduate 
doctors perform in the CI making effective contribu- 
tion to the nations' healtn care objectives, and then design a 
curriculu him for sks. I suspect that 
such a a contain f basic and applied 
social s~i~~~~~,--,,,~,,,, , demograpny and social statistics, 
managem nmunication skills, educational m nd 

psycholo our current curricuium. Such a um 
stan& a wearer chance of producing more ot "d i.e. 

ounsellors" than the "medical tc ~ts" 
I produce as a result of the Weste ula 1 

kG llavG ,,ported and modified to a greater or lesser sx~en t  
in the name of international acceptability. 
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Curriculum Administration 
Whereas, as stated above, the content of the medical curricu- 
lum needs to be tailored to the medical geography of the 
nation, the administration of the curriculum needs must 
take cOgnizance of the universal body of knowledge 
in educational pedagogy. In this respect, it is my 
considered opinion that our Faculties of Education have 
been shirking their responsibility for teaching university 
teachers how to teach. Furthermore, it is accepted that 
heath care is a Collaboration of different people: profes- 
sionals and non-professionals, leaders and followers, in such a 
way as to identify and solve problems that relate to man's 
ability to live in harmony with his biological, and physical 
environment. For leaders of such team effort to be effective, 
their education and training must be based on problem -solv- 
ing team work. The integrated, problem-oriented cumculum 
is to be preferred to the traditional teacher-subject oriented 
curriculum. In any case educational psychologists tell us 
that in general, student learning is facilitated when the mate- 
rial to be learnt is presented and perceived in the context of 
problems associated with the expected functions of the gra- 
duate. Even though many of us recognise this and talk and 
write about it, I suspect that our inability to make a practi- 
cal show of our conviction is due to the fact that our own 
education &d training had been based on the Osler-Flexner 
tradition of individual excellence rooted in a deep under- 
standing of each of the basic medical sciences. Such a tradi- 
tion was well suited to the Western world of the first half of 
this century where the medical problems had been "puri- 
fied" by non-medical developments in social and cnviron- 
mental 03anisation during the 19th century. The pecullar 
medical geography of Africa (certainly Nigeria) today poses a 
different set of problems, and requires a different set of 
approaches. calling for a different orientation in training of 
the leaders of the task force. The challenge of African, cer- 



,tainly Nigerian medical educators today is to rise above the 
.limitation of our own training and give the world Nigeria's, 
and Africa's brand of medical education as predicted by 
Monekosso in his Convocation Lecture to this co v 
in 1977. 
Health Care Delivery 

It is obvious from the on-going public outcry that Nigeria 
does not yet have an effective health care delivery system. 
It is also obvious that a policy of trial and error, experi- 
ments at political level on various imported models is ex- 
.pensive and soul destroying, to wit, the National Basic Healtl 
Services Scheme that failed. The answer is for the medica 
schooi to be given and to accept the challenge to design and 
test out various models of health care delivery systems 
in realistic fashion, using various sections of their own 
target population. And 1 don't mean more of Igboora, 
Malumfashi and Imesi-Ile examples where university lecturers 
attempt to provide necessarly expensive care, but 
comprehensive programmes including middle and low level 
manpower training, demographic survey, data collection and 
evaluation. With some degree of cooperation among 13 
'medical schools, some 3 or 4 models can be designed and 
tested simultaneously. Ana what a wealth of information 
would be available to the nation's health planners b-r such a 
scheme!! The adoption of any one system on a national or 
even regional scale would be on the basis of locally collected 
data and also of considerable pre-implementation ex- 
perience andexpertire--that would be a far cry from the void 
of both data and experience that characterised the launching 

.of the Basic Health Service Scheme during the 3rd National 
Development Plan. Even those inevitable groups of medical 
schools who find their own scheme unworkable shall in the 
process have acquired considerable data as well as experience 
in planning, implementation and evaluation of a health care 
delivery system. In the event of such a development, discus- 

siorn at national task forces and planning workshops would 
no longer be dominated by foreign experts nor by opinio- 
nated local demagogues fun of stuff lifted from textbooks 
written for other environments than our own. 

Though there are many questions for which we do not 
have answers. and for which the approach outlined above 
need to operate for many years before definite answers 
begin to emerge, yet a few facts have emerged from the 
papings of the last three decades which we can no longer 
afford to ignore except at our own national peril: 

1. Hospitals are not ideal settings for the primary 
health care of our population, be they rural, or urban. 
Hospitals are too expensive to be provided in large 
enough numbers, and too alienating in design to en- 
courage regular spontaneous utilization by majority of 
our people. Therefore the recent trend towards the 
development of 60 bed district general hospitals all o v a  
the place is a step in the wrong direction. Cheaper and 
more accesihle. health centres and health clinics would 
be more ideal, provided they are appopriately and 
adequately equipped as well as staffed. 

2. At the end of 6 or 7 years of the current medical curri 
culum (including internship) in the Nigerian 'Medical 
Schools, the average d ~ c t o r  is already over-trained in 
many respects for .the level of function possible in the 
many district Hospitals and Heath Centres that abound, 
and in which they are currently required to serve at 
least during the Youth Sercice Corps assignment. Many 
are therefore underutilised and frustrated during thk 
year and can't wait to get out; thus defeating one of the 
objectives of the assignment i.e. a hope that many, after 
the assignment would elect a career in community 
health care delivery. 
Yet there are many aspects of communitv health care 



that could be stimulating v d  challenging to these young 
doctors or any doctor for that matter, but the current 
medical curriculum in the Nigerian Medical Schools 
(including ife in spite of its promi!e) does not 
prepare these doctors to even recognise these aspects let 
alone respond to the challenges they represent in terms 
of community mobilisation, health care ~lanning. 
implementation, management and evaluation at the 
grassroots. Many who possess the innate ability to  re. 
cognise and respond to such challenges are frequently 
handicapped by existing bureaucracy. 

- -. 
gena cannot afford primary care institutions routinely 
inned by university professors and lecturers, not 
ren newly qualified doctors, except in as much as these 

people are expected to  train and supervise the middle- 
level professional and sub-professional manpower 
required for these services. 

At the other end of the spectrum, it is equally wasteful 
of scarce human resource2 time and money ex- 
pended on their trainin1 pect highly trained 
medical pasonnel--surgica~, rncnical specialists-to lan- 
guish away in ill-equipped and inadequately staffed ins- 
titutions unable to function at a more than half their 
acquired capability. 

; and the 

Therefore there is no denying the need for a hierarchical 
organisation of a network of health institutions de- 
signed, equipped and staffed to increasing degrees of 
mmplexity and sophistication according to the level of 
health care function cach is required to provide for a 
given regional population of both rural and urban settle- 
ments. The following hierarchy has been suggested. 

A. For primary care: 
Health Clinics/Dispensaries 
Health CentresIMaternity Centres 
Comprehensive Health Centres/Health 
Offices (Urban and Rural). 

B- For Secondary care: 
District Hospitals 
General Hospitals 
State Hospitals. 

C. Tertiary care: 
Specialist Hospitals - 

Orthopaedlc 
Children's 
Psychiatric 

Federal Medical Centres. 
University Teaching Hospitals 

About this much there need be little argument. What 
remains uncertain is the pattern of distribution, the m k .  
of the various cadres in the h i e r a ~ h y  and the functiond 
relation of one to the other and the mode of national or 
state coordination in order to make them work towardl 
the achievement of  the national objectives. These are the 
aspects that experimentation at the levd of the rnediCalr 
schools as suggested above would help to unravel. The 
concept of hierarchical organisation for regional or zonal 
planning and development has been accepted in Admini- 
station and Politicd Science. It has been applied in respect 
certain aspects of health care delivery in the Westem 
world, to wit: cardiac surgery, neonatal care, neuro-surgery, 
organ transplant, to  mention but a few. With our ]age 

population, and limited resources, such a concept of regional. 
developmat would have been tailor-made for us. But some. 
how the Baic Health Service Scheme conceived that way 
foundaed, The Ife University Teaching Hospitals Complex 



was also conceived as such a hierarchical organisation of insti- 
tutions, a model for zonal or rrgiond health care delivery. 
It too has failed. It remains to see whether other medical 
schools would be allowed, even if they would volunteer, to 
choose the model in spite of Ife's failure. 

The Spe&~c Cas of the Care of Infants a d  Neomates:. 
This is as close s I intend to. get to my ,own particular 

area of interest in this presentation, since facilities for effec- 
iive neonatal care, medical or surgical,are virtually nonexis- 
tent in our Teaching Hospitals Complex. The situation is only 
slightly better in the older medical schools and infinitely 
worse in the non-teaching hospitals throughout the country. 
Yet it is an adage, old andtme 'that 'We hand that rocks the 
cradle rules the world", which translated, means that the 
wealth and welfare of a mation tomowow depends on the- 
c a n  of its infants and neonutes todoy. The unacceptably 
high perinatal and infant mortality in most parts of the 
country is sadlv obvious enough. What is not so obvious hut 
of equal concern is the faci that thousands survive with avoi- 
dable sublethal brain damage due to inadequate care and 
poor nutrition during this period of life when the brain cells 
are developing most rapidly and hence are maximally sus- 
ceptible to injurious effects of deficiencies of oxygen and 
various nutrients. 

a i i ca l l y  obvious brain damage syndromes are a cha- 
llenge enough, considering our limit6d*resourcer; but no one 
will ever know to what extent preventible sub-clinical brain 
d&age due to such causes contributes to the dl pervading 
incidence of immaturity and illogical thinking within our 
~ t i o n a l  body politic; even in university communities. 

With our young population, demogaphically speaking, it 
would cost the earth to provide hospital facilities sufficiently 
well staffed and wellequipped to cater to the needs of the 
sector of women and children at risk. Fortunately David 

Morley, working in Imai-fle and the Wesley G d d  Hospital 
two decades ago, showed that with minimal facilities, the 
simple expedience of health education and a lot of "caring", 
considerable improvement in the health status of women and 
children, a reduction in the risks attending child birth and 
child-reanng and a drop in prenatal and neonatal morbidity 
and mortality can be achieved. The irony of course is that 
David Marley obtained an MD.  of London, a chair of Tro- 
pica Pacdiatrics in the London Institute of Child Health, and 
worid fame from his various reports of this work. Countries 
as far away as Tanzania and Zambia have since adopted his 
methods and appear to be obtaining results, but no, not 
Nigeria!! Twenty years after Morley, Ife University Faculty 
of Health Sciences and Teaching Hospitals Complex inherited 
the facilities which he used. We insisted on using university 
professon and doctors to do what nurses and midwives iq 
training did for Morley. The results have. been predictably 
negative. 

The Federal government proposes to provide 5 Specia- 
list Children's Hospitals in different para of the country. 
This is indeed a welcome proposal, after so mmy years of 
national neglect of the health needs of our large population 
of children. However,. considering our very large population, 
and z@n~t the background of David Morley's w ~ r k ,  one 
cannot help feeling that the cart has gone before the hove. 
No one denies the need for a few centres of excellence in pae- 
diatric care (People like me can only function optimally in 
such a mting). However with due regard to the great hcri- 
tage of national tllought to which we, as Univenity men and 
women, are all committed, it would seem such a dorelopmena 
should be preceded by or at least cleply .~compulied by the 

development a network of simple, Morley-type Maternal 
Child Health Care clinics throughout the country integrated 
with the Basic Health SeNice Scheme or primary care. and 
gT0uped in regimal/zonal pat- with the children's depm-  



ments. of general or state hospitals providing secondary cnre 
for infants and children. The logical development of tertiary 
care in specialist children's hospitals would become obvious 
from such a setting and their physical location would be 
dictated not by political expediency, but by the pattern 
of needs identified from the records o f  the clinics and hospi- 
tals. It would however fall in line with the concept o 
regional development to which we alluded above. 

In conclusion therefore, I submit that there is a great deal 
for which the medical profession in Nigeria, and especially 
the medical academics can justly be proud of in the heritage 
of the Osler-Flexner tradition - - a tradition of excellerrce 

in the one to one practice of medicine, rooted in a 
sound knowledge of Human Biology and Pathology, 
aided in an inestimable way by the more recent development 
in medical science and technology. There is a justifiable ten- 
dency for us therefore to continue in this great tradition. I 
submit further however that given our nation's vast -and 
varied population and patently limited resources, there 
appears to be an inherent immorality in the pursuit of the 
Osler-Flexner tradition of clinical excellence, and we do so at 
the risk of its becoming for us a mirage; for ever in sight but 
never within reach. 

It is with a strong conviction, born out o f  participating 
in the medical arena of this country oveG the past 15 years, 
seeing more doctors trained, more Ph.D. produced, more 
lecturers and professors made, and yet sadly seeing the 
standard of health professional practice decline and the 
health status of  the country make no appreciable progress. It 
is with a strong conviction born out of this experience 
chat 1 Submit that the task before the medical profession 
in this nation today is how to bring the results of our 
professional expertise to bear on the health of our nation 
by improving not only tile quality, but especially the 
relevance of our professional service. We have access to a 

large enough body of knowledge md skill, what we must seek 
is how to use these to effectively improve the health status 

Our people. It is perhaps here more than m ~ w h m  else 
that we have a chance of contributing to the body of univer- 
sal knowledge in the art and science of medicine. The pheno- 
menon of a vast, varied and ever increasing population need- 
ing health care in the face of limited and potentially dimini- 
shing resources poses a. challenge too important and too all- 
pervasive to be left to certainly not to health 
administrators, nor to those of our number in the outdated' 
practice of  Public Health even when they misname it Com 
munity Health. It calls for a total mobilisation, in fact of the 
zntire population, certainly of the entire medical profession. 
4nd who else must lead this mobilisation but the large clus- 
:ers of us in University Medical Schools. 

The battle-line is drawn in the interface of medicine 
and the social sciences: in psychology, medical sociology, 
medical demography and medical economics; no longer in 
pathology and human biology. nor even in medicine and 
surgery per se. The soldiers with a chance of victory are 
not those, in the words of Monekosso: 

%ith simple minds equipped with electron micros- 
copes and scintilating countries but those with elec- 
tronic minds equipped with simple microscopes and 
paper and pencil." 

NO doubt7 a skirmishes remain, and the fight musf 
continue in the area of  clinical exc;llence backed'by labora- 
toryresearch- but I am convinced that for us in Nigeria, the 
victories in these a r e a  can only become A d  e l e -  
~t when the larger of basic health care ddivery to  the 
p o p ~ k t i ~ n  h a  been fought and won. men the~possibilit~ of 
early diagnosis and Prompt treatment of most ailments inch 
ding cancer, malformation. even infection. and th 



existence of facilities and organisation for post-hospital 
follow-up and rehabilitation would combine to make the pur, 
suit of clinical excellence in tertiary hospitals a satisfying and 
worthwhile life endeavour, not a dilemma, for those of us 
who have, and will continue to choose careers in that trip of 
the ice-berg known as clinical medicine, surgery or, we may 
add. neonatal paediatric surgery. 

I thank you Mr. MceChancellor. 

May God help us. 
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